UNIVERSITY SENATE ANTI-DISCRIMINATORY POLICIES COMMITTEE

Minutes for April 16, 2007 meeting
Submitted by Tom Buchele, Chair and acting Secretary

In attendance:
Tom Buchele, Chair
Mark Lynn Anderson
Patty Beeson
Kelly Coburn
Jane Feuer
Emilia Lombardi
Kathleen O’Connor
Randi Koeske
Janine Janosky
Lynn Fitzgerald
Vijai Singh
Nikolai Condee-Padunov

Minutes:
Minutes from the March 19, 2007 meeting were approved with minor changes.

Old Business:

Domestic Partner Benefits

Tom reported that he could not submit a Senate Matters column regarding discrimination when attempting to use employee benefits while he was a candidate for Senate Vice-President. We will have to put that issue on hold until after the election.

Safe Zone

Jane presented a number of different logos that other schools have used. After some discussion the Committee agreed that one of them, with a few alterations (a sort of “modern art” rainbow design) would be recommended at a meeting later in the week with Dean Humphrys.

Anti-Discriminatory (Tobias/Shore) Policy Award

???????????
New Business

The Committee elected Jane Feurer as the incoming Chair and Emelia Lombardi as the incoming Secretary.

Next meeting: May 15, 2007, 9:30 am, Conference Room of Law Clinic, Rm 5220 Sennott Square [Subsequently changed to May 22nd]